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The academic year 2006-2007
was eve ntful for the History Department.
The department's undergraduate enrollments were again strong, second only to
Political Science in the Maxwell School.
The Senior Thesis in History, implemented in 2005-2006, now enables our
brightest students to showcase their talents by conducting major research and
writing a substantial paper in their final
year. Students select a faculty advisor,
conduct research in the fall term , submit
a thesis proposal by the end of that term ,
write their research paper in the spring
term , and defend it before a committee
consisting of the advisor and two other
faculty readers . In 2006-2007 four students completed theses as part of the
requirement for the Distinction in History
program .
There are other indications of
the vitality of our undergraduate program. An able body of History majors
constituted the editorial board for our
undergraduate history journal Chronos ,
shepherding through to publication the
second edition of this collection of some
of the finest work by our students (copies
are available upon request-see p. 15).
Several History majors and minors attended a public lecture in the spring term
delivered by Adam Hochschild (author of
King Leopold's Ghost: A Story of Greed,
Terror, and Heroism in Colonial Africa
and Bury the Chains: Prophets and Rebels in the Fight to Free an Empire's
Slaves) . Hochschild spoke about the
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slave trade and abolitionists in England in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
The event celebrated the two-hundredth
anniversary of the abolition of the slave
trade , and the History Department cosponsored it along with the Department of
African American Studies. This year Junko
Takeda and George Kallander capably directed the Syracuse chapter of Phi Alpha
Theta, the national history honors society.
They put on several events-from lectures
to workshops to the screening of films. For
more on the undergraduate program in
2006-2007, see the Undergraduate Director's Letter below.
Our graduate program currently
has sixty-three students, of whom five are
part-time and twenty-one are completing
their dissertations/ theses. Of the entering
class, two are international students, and
one is female. This year four Ph.D. students successfully defended their dissertation/thesis proposals.
In addition, five
Ph.D. students successfully defended their
dissertations and four M.A. students received their degrees. One dissertation
(that of Lisa Jarvinen , directed by Elisabeth
Lasch-Quinn) received a Dean 's Outstanding Dissertation Prize. Kristin D. Morgan received a Dean's Outstanding M.A.
Thesis Award (directed by Margaret Thompson). The department continues to emphasize training graduate students to be effective teachers. Over the last few years, all
new graduate students have attended the
New T.A. Orientation Program . This begins
every other year when Professors Roger
Sharp and Margaret Thompson conduct a
workshop on grading for all teaching assis-
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tants. The department has been an active participant
in the Future Professoriate Program . Matthew Smith
was Future Professoriate Instructor in the spring of
2007, offering an undergraduate research seminar
on American foreign policy, and Bradley Franco and
Terrence Corrigan won Outstanding Teaching Assistant Awards this spring. Joshua Moses received a
One-Year Continuing A.A.S. Fellowship. Finally, Nicholas Jackson, who wrote his dissertation under the direction of Joseph Levine, reports that his reworked
manuscript will be published as a book by the Cambridge University Press. For more on the graduate
program in 2006-2007, see the Graduate Director's
Letter below.
This summer graduate students enrolled in
the new joint Maxwell and Newhouse Masters Degree
Program in Documentary Film and History. This dual
M.A. program is designed for graduate students interested in the related disciplines of history and documentary film -mak ing. The program teaches methodologies of historical research, proposal and scriptwriting, and production. Attention is also given to commercial realities of documentary film distribution.
Professors Scott Strickland (History) and Richard
Breyer (Television, Radio, and Film) are the principal
instructors of this 13-month degree program. High
quality historical documentaries are sorely needed,
and there have thus far been very few institutional
initiatives like the DFH program, which are committed
to increasing the historical integrity and accuracy of
historical documentary film-making (seep. 15).
None of these exciting developments wou ld
have been possible without a first-rate faculty. In
2006-2007 History faculty ach ievements were most
impressive. Major publications include: Subho Basu
(Assistant Professor of South Asian History), Paradise
Lost? State Failure in Nepal , co-authored with Ali Riaz
(Lanham, MD: Lexington 2007); Cissie Fairchilds
(Em erita Professor of Early Modern European History),
Women in Early Modern Europ e, 1500-1700 (New
York: Longman 2007); Samantha Herrick (Assistant
Professor of Medieval History), Imagining the Sacred
Past: Hagiography and Power in Early Normandy
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press 2007);
James M. Powell (Professor Emeritus of Medieval History) , The Crusades, The Kingdom of Sicily, and the
Mediterranean (Aidershot: Ashgate Variorum 2007);
and Dennis Romano (Professor of Renaissance and
Early Modern European History and Fine Arts), The
Likeness of Venice: A Life of Doge Francesco Foscari,
1373-1457 (New Haven : Yale University Press 2007).
In addition, Dennis Romano and Gary Radke of Fine
Arts won a NEH grant, which enabled them to teach a
course titled , Shaping Civic Space in a Renaissance
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City: Venice ca. 1300, from June 5 through July 18,
2006, in Venice.
The History Departm ent made several important new appointments in 2006-2007. Amy Aisen
Elouafi will be joining us in the fall. Amy is a specialist
in the history of the Middle East; she received her
Ph.D. from the University of California at Berkeley. Her
dissertation is titled , "A Tale of Two Successions: Family and Modernity in Ottoman Tunisia." This work is
based on extensive research in the Tunisian National
Archives in Arabic and French Archives in Marseilles. It
is likely, once published in monograph form, to have an
important impact on Middle Eastern studies. Amy's
study of the Tunisian imperial household makes important contributions to the burgeoning revisionist historiography that challenges the notion of nineteenthcentury Ottoman decline. She also speaks to broad
debates on Ottoman participation in and contributions
to modernity, doing so through a meticulous examination of the royal family, its internal politics, and its negotiations with Europe. Her discussion of consumption
practices is especially novel. Here Amy shows in what
ways European goods were incorporated into the royal
household, demonstrating how the role of women
within the royal household mediated the adoption of
modernity, and how that position changed over time.
Albrecht Diem will also be joining the History
faculty in 2007-2008 as a specialist in the history of
Late Antiquity and the Early Medieval Period. He completed his Ph.D. degree at the University of Utrecht.
Albrecht has been a research fellow at the lnstitut fur
Mittelalterforschung at the Austrian Academy of Sciences in Vienna, Austria , since May of 2005, and he
comes to us as a well-published scholar. In 2005 he
published a carefu l reworking of his dissertation as a
massive book (465 pages) entitled Das monastische
Experiment: Die Rolle der Keuschheit bei der Entstehung des westlichen Klosterwesens (LIT Verlag: Munster) [The Monastic Experiment: The Role of Chastity in
the Establishm ent of Western Monastic Life] . He discusses conceptions of chastity and securing chastity in
late antique texts, monastic rules in Gallic and Frankish realms , and the role of chastity in Gallic and Merovingian Church Councils. Albrecht's research is fascinating in that it demonstrates the changing function of
the monastery in late antique and early medieval
Europe. In the late antique period (roughly from 300550 C.E.), the holy man or saint held a revered and
powerful position in early Christendom . These men
were founders of Christianity's first organized religious
communities , and their intercessionary prayers were
perceived as being essential. to the spiritual salvation
of the laity. These fi gures took on nearly superhuman
status, and after their deaths their relics were much
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sought after, serving to energize spiritual power centers. The founding holy man of the monastic community, however, underwent a transformation in ensuing
centuries. He was still a founding saint, but the monastic community as a collective enterprise became
more important than the saint in linking the temporal
world and the divine. Miracle-working of the saint had
had its day; the order and regulations of the monastery ensured a collective religious life in which chastity
figured prominently, but without the individual feats of
heroic abstinence, fasting, and battles with demons
that had characterized holy men of prior centuries,
such as Saint Anthony. The monastery became an
institution necessary to the outside world not only in
religious, but also in social, political, and even economic terms.
Finally, Carol Faulkner will join the department as a part-time instructor with the rank of Associ ate Professor. Carol is a specialist in American history
of the nineteenth century. Her teaching interests include the American Civil War and Reconstruction,
Women's History, and Slavery and Emancipation . In
addition to numerous articles and reviews, Carol has
published a book titled Women 's Radical Reconstruction: The Freedmen's Aid Movement (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press 2003); and she has
co-edited The Selected Letters of Lucretia Coffin Matt
(University of Illinois Press 2002). We look forward to
her teaching contributions to our undergraduate and
graduate curricula, and to her input to the intellectual
life of the department generally. We are most fortu nate to have three new faculty members of such high
caliber in the History Department.
History faculty have benefited in manifold
ways from the generosity of W. Terry Pigott, who established a fund to support history faculty research.
Most recently, the fund allowed Chris Kyle to travel to
Oxford in order to conduct research on new parliamentary diaries which he found in the Bodleian (dated
1586) and the British Library (dated 1626). These
diaries add substantially to our knowledge of the proceedings of these Parliaments. He is editing them for
publication which will come out in a Parliamentary
History Special Series by Blackwell Publishers. Subho
Basu used his grant to conduct research on travel
writing, which has now taken the shape of two distinct
articles. One is already published ("The quest for
manhood: masculine Hinduism and nation in Bengal," (with Sikata Banerjee) in Comparative Studies of
South Asia, Africa and the Middle East, vol. 26, no. 3
(2006) 76-90); and the other has been submitted to
the journal of Comparative Studies in Society and
History (" Dialectics of Resistance: Colonial Geogra-
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phy, Bengali Literati and Racial Mapping of Indian Identity"). Andrew Cohen went on a research trip to New
York City to look at nineteenth-century records of the
U.S. Federal Court. He is also planning to take a research trip to Washington . Cohen is working on a new
book-length project on smuggling, provisionally titled,
Contraband: the War on Smuggling and the Birth of the
American Century. Samantha Herrick used her support money to defray costs of a month in Cambridge
(MA) last summer in the Widener and Houghton Libraries. She is conducting research for her new project on
apostolic foundation legends, particularly of Perigueux,
in medieval France. Norman Kutcher traveled to Beijing in order to conduct research on his book project on
eunuchs in imperial China during the Qing dynasty
(1644-1911). This study will focus on the two thousand or so eunuchs who lived in the Imperial Palace
Yuanming Yuan in eighteenth-century China. His goal
in this study is to use the history of eunuchs to understand fundamental aspects of imperial power in China.
These are all exciting projects which are certain to lead
to substantial and important publications. They are
further evidence that the newly-created Pigott fund has
already yielded impressive results in scholarly output.
I want to close with an invitation to all alumni
to send us your news for the next Newsletter. I also
want to remind you that the History Department depends on strong support of friends and alumni. Support for the department is relatively easy to pledge:
simply contact Gary Livent: (315) 443-5056, or see the
Maxwell website: http:jjwww.maxwell.syr.edu/giving.
Your support helps us maintain the excellence of the
history program. If you happen to be in Syracuse,
please stop by the department to say hello and share
your news with us.
Sincerely,

Craige B. Champion
Chair
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Scott Strickland,
Director of Undergraduate Studies
The year 2006-2007 has been especially
busy and productive among undergraduates in the
In May we celebrated the
History Department.
graduation of 72 history majors. At our annual
luncheon, faculty and students gathered to acknowledge a great year and to award prizes to our most
distinguished students. Seventeen new members
were inducted into Phi Alpha Theta. These included
Cassandra Austin, Kelly Bogart, Melissa Coyle, Alex
DiGregorio, Kimberly Dunn, Stacy Keenan, Catherine
Lavelle, Sarah Lent, Alex Lord, Christina McConnell,
Laura McKenna, Erin Mclaughlin, Nicole Sanford,
Joshua Silk, Lydia Stamato, Paul Tortora, and Bryce
Wahl. Certificates were given to all and nine graduating seniors also received sashes to adorn their
gowns at Convocation . Five students added to other
distinctions with their work as editors of the third
volume of Chronos, the department's undergraduate
journal. They were Cassandra Austin, Kelly Bogart,
Kari Foley, Nicole Sanford, and Lydia Stamato.
The celebration acknowledged four who
earned Distinction in History by completing a two
course sequence with a substantial thesis defended
before a committee of three faculty. Brooke Carey,

Joel Harrison, Erin Mclaughlin, and Lydia Stamato were
each recognized at the gathering for their scholar
achievement. Departmental prizes went to Lydia Stamato, recipient of the Ketcham Prize, Brooke Carey, who
was the Hotchkiss scholar, and Tracy Cellucci, who wrote
the best undergraduate paper under Professor Elisabeth
Lasch-Quinn.
The University as a whole also honored three
history majors. Brooke Carey, received the designation
of Syracuse University Scholar for her work in three majors, Magazine, Italian Language and Literature, and History and for her outstanding contribution to the university. She joined Erin Mclaughlin and Emily McCaffrey,
2006-2007 Remembrance Scholars, in being selected by
the whole community.
The year was by any measure a very successful
one for undergraduates in the History Department. We
enter a new academic year soon with about 270 majors
who will be recognized with equal distinction in May
2008. I look forward to reporting the results.

Phil Alpha Theta Members
Cassandra Austin
Kelly Bogart
Melissa Coyle *
Alex DiGregorio
Kimberly Dunn *
Stacy Keenan *
Catherine Lavelle *
Sarah Lent
Alex Lord*
Cristina McConnell
Laura McKenna
Erin Mclaughlin*
Nicole Sanford *
Joshua Silk
Lydia Stamato *
Paul Tortora
Bryce Wahl

*

Denotes May 2007 Graduate

Scott Strickland
Associate Professor of History
Director of Undergraduate Students

History Department Prizes
Lydia Stamato
Brooke Carey
Tracy Cellucci

Ketcham Prize
Hotchkiss Prize
Bernice Hogan Prize

Remembrance Scholars
Emily McCaffrey
Erin Mclaughlin

Distinction in History- HST 499
Brooke Carey
Joel Harrison
Erin Mclaughlin
Lydia Stamato
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Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn,
Director of Graduate Studies
It is an honor to be asked by Professor
Craige Champion to serve as the department's
graduate director. I look forward to working with him
and col leagues, students, and staff members in our
departmental community and beyond. The many
changes upon us call for gratitude for the past and
hold out the possibility for new and renewed vitality
and fo rms of creativity. It is a time of great promise.
At the center of our graduate program is our
small but prolific faculty. One of the things that is
distinctive here is the considerable amount of individual attention faculty members, whenever possible, offer students in a spirit both of rigor and seriousness, on the one hand, and accessibility and mutual enrichment, on the other. Immediately upon
joining us, students find that they must roll up their
sleeves for some of the hardest work of their lives,
yet we aim to provide a vibrant atmosphere in which
exciting new research projects and courses make
the demands meaningful, rewarding, and even enjoyable. Toward this end, graduate students often
make a major contribution themse lves, in no small
measure through the sense of community they bring
to the department as a whole . Their enthusiasm and
friendliness have been indispensable elements in
the larger climate of collective learning and intellectual growth that we seek to create. And our work
relies on the daily efforts of our superb office staff,
including our graduate coordinator, Patti Bohrer,
whose dedication to each and every student as well
as the program as a whole is exemplary.
I would just like to take this opportunity to
expand very briefly on the highlights mentioned in
the Chair's letter above. With a more involved study
and training period than most any other profession,
doctoral students begin their several years of intensive study with difficult courses taken together with
other superbly qualified students and end this time
(after taking their comprehensive exams and usually
serving as teaching assistants and sometimes even
teaching their own courses) with the research and
writing of a dissertation, which is tantamount to a
book. Thus we are thrilled to report that the following dissertations were completed and successfully
defended this year: Robert J. Brown's "Fateful Alliance : The Influenza Pandemic of 1918 and the First
World War, in the British Context" (David H. Bennett,
Advisor); James E. Eichsteadt's "Shut It Down! ": The
May, 1970 Student Strike and Anti-War Protests at
Syracuse University, University of WisconsinMadison, and The University of CaliforniaBerkeley" (David H. Bennett, Advisor); Lisa Jarvinen 's
"The American Film Industry and the Spanish-

Speaking Market Du rin g the Transition to Sound,
1929-39" (Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn, Advisor); Edward D.
Ragan's "Where the Water Ebbs and Flows: A History
of the Rappahannock People to 1706" (Stephen Saunders Webb, Advisor); and Gregory K. Scott's "The
Shawnee: People of Consequence" (Stephen Saunders
Webb, Advisor).
This year, we are also delighted to be able to
congratulate Lisa Jarvinen, my advisee, on receiving
not one but two job offers and accepting a tenure-track
position at LaSalle University in Philadelphia and Thomas P. Bach for being offered (and accepting) a tenure-track position at Park University in Kansas City,
Missouri (Frederick D. Marquardt, Advisor). It always
exciting when others elsewhere in the world recognize
individuals we know so well as both hard-working students and colleagues and great human beings.
Among many other efforts to continue to build
further on the program's strengths, this summer we
have been hard at work at updating the graduate portion of the departmental website , hoping to make it as
effective a tool as possible in informing all of its readers , but also in attracting those prospective students
most likely to benefit from the particular approaches
and topics central to our teaching and study. Should
you have occasion to read any portion of the website,
please send us any corrections, additions, or suggestions you might have that could help us improve and
stay current. Even more important, we are always eager to hear news of our current and former students.
Meanwhile, the class entering this past year
has proven to be stellar in its own right and it is gratifying that its members, and the other scholars who are
either taking courses, preparing for exams, or working
at the dissertation stage, chose the department for
their studies. We have evidence to support the belief
that some formidable achievements are in the works.
In addition , we look forward to getting to know this
year's entering class and have many plans-and rea sons to hope-for the continued success and accomplishment of the program .

Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn
Professor of American Social , Cultura l,
and Intellectual History
Director of Graduate Studies
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Subho Basu recently published a book (co-authored with Ali
Riaz) entitled Paradise Lost: State
Failure in Nepal (Lanham: Lexington Books 2007).
He also published a number of articles, including (with Sikata Banerjee), "The
Quest for Manhood: Masculine Hinduism and Nation in Bengal," Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East, vol. 26,
no. 3 (2006) 76-90, and (with Ali
Riaz), "The State Society Relationship and Political Conflicts in Nepal
(c. 1951 c. 2005)," Journal of Asian
and African Studies, vol. 42 .2 (April
2007) 123-42. He also gave a
number of talks in the past year.
These include "Rajnarayan Shamrao Chandavarkar: Rethinking Labor History in South Asia," in a
panel entitled Labor Space and
Politics: Rajnarayan Chandavarkar
and the History of Modern South
Asia, at the meeting of the American Association of Asian Studies in
Boston (3/22-25/07) .
He presented "Travel Writing and Imagined Citizenship: Map of Humankind in Bengali Literature (c. 18401940)," as invited lectures at Cornell and Rice Universities. Basu
presented several more papers
since the last newsletter including
one for the South Asian Studies
Program at Syracuse University. He
is currently working on two book
projects: Home and Abroad: Tale of
Bengali Travelers and the Middle
Class Social Imaginary and The
Rise of the Communist Movement
in Bengal.
Harold Burstyn (Affiliated)
reviewed S. Scott Parrish, American
Curiosity: Cultures of Natural History in the Colonial British Atlantic
World (Chapel Hill, 2006); the review will appear in The Journal of
American History in June 2007. He
is currently reviewing P. Lynch, The
Emergence of Numerical Weather
Prediction: Richardson's Dream
(Cambridge, 2006) for Isis.
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Joan Burstyn (Affiliated
Emerita) has written an article, coauthored with Stephanie Waterman,
entitled "Including all staff in an alternative school's effort to reduce violence," which is forthcoming in the
Journal of School Violence. The first
of a series of radio programs that
Burstyn and Nancy Keefe Rhodes
produced and hosted on WAER, titled
Visual Arts Near and Far, has now
been archived on the website of Art
Radio, wps1.org It can be heard at
wps1.org by entering under SEARCH:
Women's Voices. A brief biography of
Burstyn was published in Barbara J.
Love, ed. Feminists Who Changed
America, 1963-1975 (2006).
Craige Champion completed
his first year of a three-year term as
department chair. He published several pieces since the mailing of the
last newsletter. Two articles have
appeared in refereed journals: one in
the American Journal of Ancient History and another in the Transactions
of the American Philological Association. He has also published a book
chapter in A Companion to Greek and
Roman Historiography (Oxford: Blackwell 2007), as well as numerous reviews. He is presently co-editing with
Arthur M. Eckstein of the University of
Maryland-College Park The Landmark
Edition of the Histories of Polybius
(New York: Pantheon Books), in two
volumes. He has completed and submitted eight articles for Brill's New
Jacoby (Leiden: Brill Publishers), including a 204-page article on the Sicilian Greek historian Timaeus, and
seven entries for The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Greece and Rome
(Oxford: Oxford University Press). During spring and summer of 2007 he
presented papers at the 2007 Annual
Meeting of the Association of Ancient
Historians at Princeton University and
at the conference Polybius 19572007, held at the University of Liverpool in the United Kingdom (invited
lecture). This conference honored the
extraordinary career of Frank W. Wal-

bank, Emeritus Professor of Ancient
History and Classical Archaeology at
the University of Liverpool. Walbank
is widely recognized as the greatest
student of Polybius in the modern
period, whose first book was published in 1933 (his most recent appeared in 2002!). At the age of 98,
he was unable to attend the conference himself, but the proceedings
opened with a video made a week
before in which Professor Walbank
greeted the delegates (from Britain,
Ireland, France, Italy, Canada, and
the United States), reflected upon
his long career, and discussed current trends in Polybian studies. Proceedings of the conference will be
published by the Oxford University
Press.
Finally, Champion has recently been named to the editorial
board for Blackwell's Encyclopedia
of Ancient History, with responsibility
for ancient Greek and Roman historiography.
Andrew Cohen completed
research on his new book, Contraband: the War on Smuggling and the
Birth of the American Century, to be
published by W. W. Norton &
Co. (2009). The book will explore
American nationalism, globalization,
and attempts to regulate trade in the
nineteenth-century. Contraband will
also expose readers to a wild assortment of characters, from Charles L.
Lawrence, the most notorious smuggler of the 19th century, to infamous
con-woman and pickpocket, Sophie
Lyons, to Louis Bieral, the Chileanborn tough, turned war-hero, turned
Customhouse inspector, turned assassin .
Michael Ebner published
"Dalla repressione dell'antifascismo
al controllo sociale. II confino di polizia, 1926-1943," Storia e problemi
contemporanei 43 (2006), 81-104;
and "The Political Police and Denunciation during Fascism: A Review of
Recent Historical Literature, " Journal
of Modern Italian Studies 11:2 (June
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2006). 209-226. He also participated
in a roundtable discussion at a seminar entitled "From Resistance to Consensus to Negotiation: Changing Approaches to the History of Italian Fascism," held at the University of Michigan.
Samantha Herrick published
her book, Imagining the Sacred Past:
Hagiography and Power in Early Normandy (Cambridge, Mass. and London: Harvard University Press
2007). She also gave talks at the
Haskins Society Conference
(November 2006), the Medieval Academy Annual Meeting (April 2007), and
she will give another paper at the International Medieval Congress in
Leeds in July 2007. Once again she
ably advised the editorial board of
Chronos, the History Department's
Undergraduate History Journal.
Norman Kutcher completed
his three-year term as department
chair and spent the academic year
2006-2007 immersing himself in his
research project on eunuchs in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century China .
Eunuchs have been blamed for the
downfall of many dynasties in Chinese history, but there has been little
understanding of them , largely because of the biases of Confucian historiography.
Using archival documents in Beijing and Taipei, Professor
Kutcher hopes to move beyond the
cliches of traditional generalizations
to understand the nature of eunuch
power in China's last dynasty, the
Qing.
Chris Kyle has published essays in the last year on Titus Andronicus, co-authored with Dympna Callaghan, and on political print culture
in the early seventeenth century. His
forthcoming work includes an analysis of William Shakespeare's Henry
VIII as a historical document and a
review essay on new directions in
historical and literary studies of early
modern London. The latter will form
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the basis for a new senior seminar in
history which Kyle will be teaching in
Spring 2008, London: The Metropolis. He continues to work on a monograph on early seventeenth-century
political culture and to plan an exhibition at the Folger Shakespeare
Library on the invention of the newspaper, scheduled for opening in September 2008.
Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn published "The Mind of the Moralist, " on
Philip Rieff's My Life among the
Deathworks: Illustrations of the Aesthetics of Authority, in The New Republic, (August 28, 2006), 27-31,
which was excerpted as "Philip Rieff,
R.I.P." in Insight, Institute for Advanced Studies in Culture, University of Virginia, 15 (Fall 2006): 4; the
TriIntroduction to Ph ilip Rieff's
umph of the Therapeutic: Uses of
Faith after Freud (2006), vii-xxvi, as
part of a new critical edition of the
classic text; "A Stranger's Dream:
The Contemporary Socialization Crisis and the Rise of the Virtual Self,"
in Wilfred M. McClay, ed., Figures in
the Carpet: Finding the Human Person in the American Past (2006),
which was excerpted in the journal,
Historically Speaking; "The Crisis of
Secularism," an essay/book chapter
in Dolan Cummings, ed., Debating
Humanism (Imprint Academic,
2006); entries on "Engaged Resistance " and "Obscenity Culture," in
Jeffrey Jensen Arnett, ed., Encyclopedia of Children, Adolescents, and the
Media (2006); "Unschooled: Democratic Life in the Absence of a Moral
Culture, " in the International Journal
of Public Administration 30, 6
(2007), a reprint of an article written
for a publication of the Maxwell
School 's Campbell Institute of Public
Affairs; an essay on the state of
American intellectual life, a response
to George Catkin's "The Democratization of Cultural Criticism," H-IDEAS
Virtual Symposium, April 28-29,
2006. Her talks this year included
"The Morals of Despair: Diversity,

Therapeutic Disenchantment, and
the Public Philosophy, " an invited
seminar paper at the Center for
American Political Studies, Program
on Constitutional Government, Department of Government, Harvard
University, April 14, 2006;
"Unethical Edicts: Contemporary
American Culture's Threat to Democracy," an invited public lecture
in "The Meaning of Democracy"
lecture series, Syracuse University's
University College, Christian Brothers Academy, Dewitt, NY, October
11, 2006; a comment on a paper
on Romer vs. Evans by Jeff Carnes,
Syracuse University College of
Law's Cooney Colloquium on Law
and the Humanities, Goldstein Faculty Center, Syracuse University,
October 17, 2006; and "Philip
Rieff's Charisma," an invited paper
at the Tocqueville Forum, Georgetown University, April 20, 2007.
She had two interviews published in
the audio journal, Mars Hill Audio
(Charlottesville, VA): on "A
Stranger's Dream" (above), Tuesday, Nov. 22, 2005, 11 a.m. prerecorded at WAER (Syracuse radio
station), vol. 78 (January/February
2006); and on her introduction to
Philip Rieff's Triumph of the Therapeutic (above), Thursday, September 7, 2006, 10 a.m. also prerecorded at WAER, vol. 82
(September/October 2006).
Besides reading manuscripts for several presses and journals, and serving as outside reviewer for a graduate program at another university,
she served the final year of a threeyear term as peer reviewer for the
American Council of Learned Societies Annual Fellowship Competition
and was invited to serve as fellowship reviewer for the National Endowment for the Humanities. She
served on numerous committees in
the department and university and
serves on the advisory board of the
Campbell Institute, where she is a
senior research associate. She is
at work on a book on the American
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search for a public philosophy and
several essay-length pieces, including "Contemporary Social Thought, "
a book chapter in progress for Martin Halliwell and Catherine Morley,
eds., American Thought and Culture
in the Twenty-first Century (NY: Columbia University Press, forthcoming fall 2008), which will be published simultaneously in the UK by
Edinburgh University Press, and
"Democratic Self-Discipline and the
Moral Market: An Alternative to Current Approaches to Diversity, " an
article/ book chapter in progress for
Yitzhak Fried, Diversity as a Competitive Advantage: A Theoretical
and Empirical Examination.
Her
research was reflected in a series
of new courses she added to her
repertoire this year, including "The
Therapeutic Society," "Liberalism
and Conservatism in Recent American Thought," and "The American
Public Philosophy," a new graduate
seminar to be offered in fall of
2007, jointly listed in history and
political science.

Dennis Romano recently
published his latest book with Yale
University Press, entitled The Likeness of Venice: A Life of Doge
Francesco Foscari, 1373-1457. It
examines the life and times of Venice's most controversial doge. During the academic year 2007-2008,
he will be an Ailsa Mellon Bruce
Senior Fellow at the Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts at
the National Gallery of Art
(Washington, D.C.). He plans to use
the sabbatical year to begin work
on his new research project -- a
study of markets and marketplaces
in medieval Italian cities.
He
also received (and declined) fellowships for the new project from the
Institute for Advanced Study in
Princeton and from the American
Council of Learned Societies.
David Starn, Senior Scholar
and University Librarian Emeritus ,
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has continued his immersion in polar
history. In October he lectured at
Dartmouth College on the Vilhjalmur
Stefansson collection there . His
January 2006 lecture on Books on
Ice has been published by the
Grolier Club in New York, as was his
obituary of Richard W. Couper in the
Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society. He also reviewed a
volume on nineteenth-century American explorers for Nineteenth-Century
American History. After a summer of
northern travels to Greenland and
Newfoundland/ Labrador, he has
other papers scheduled for the Research Society for Victorian Periodicals (RSVP) in Richmond in September, 2007, and for an International
Polar Year conference in Philadelphia in May, 2008.

Junko Takeda received two
summer fellowships for 2007: Society for French Historical Studies
(SFHS) and Western Society for
French Historical Studies (WSFHS)
Research Travel Award; and ApplebyMoser Fellowship from the Maxwell
Deans' Office. These fellowships will
allow her to work on her manuscript
and research in Marseille, Aix-enProvence, and Paris, France. She
also presented at two conferences
in Great Britain this summer: "DemiOrientalism and French Inventions of
the Mediterranean, " Society for the
Study of French History Conference
St. Andrews, Great Britain (July 1 3, 2007); and "Locating the Periphery: Marseilles, French Travel Writing, and Inventions of the Mediterranean, 1660 - 1770," Society for
Seventeenth-Century French Studies
Conference, Liverpool , United Kingdom (September 6-8, 2007).
William Wiecek delivered a
lecture on May 7, 2007 to the Supreme Court Historical Society in the
courtroom of the Supreme Court on
"Justice David J. Brewer and the
'Constitution in exile."' He was introduced by Justice David Souter.
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*WELCOME NEW FACULTY*
The History Department in the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at Syracuse University is delighted to
announce the successful conclusion of its searches in Late Antique and Early Medieval Europe and the Middle East.
We also have added a faculty member in American history. Three new faculty members will be joining the department in the fall of 2007 and we extend a warm welcome to them all!

*Note: For more detailed information about the new faculty, please refer to the Letter from the Chair.

Amy Aisen Elouafi
Assistant Professor
Middle East

Albrecht Diem
Assistant Professor
Late Antiquity and Early
Medieval History
Carol Faulkner
Assistant Professor
19th Century American History

*RETIRING FACULTY*
Professor Joseph M. Levine , Distinguished Professor of Tudor and Stuart England, the intellectual history of early
modern Europe, and historiography, will be retiring at the end of the Fall 2007 term. He will be sorely missed, and
we wish him all the best in his retirement.

Joseph M. Levine
Professor of Tudor, Stuart England
and Intellectual History
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Blowers, Catelin ' 06
Catelin is leaving for graduate school on September
25, 2006 for her masters program at Trinity College
in Dublin , Ireland.

Burns, Joseph Thomas' 01
Joe is currently working for NYS Senator John De Francisco .

Burr (McCabe), Caryn P. ' 88
Caryn has remarried and has 2 great Danes, 3 cats,
but no children. Caryn is living in and loving Syracuse.
Caryn obtained teaching masters at Nazareth in Rochester, New York and is currently teaching high school
social studies.

Hoffman, Donald '58
Donald is retired from the Department of History,
at Edinboro University of PA.

Jones (Dorfman), Susan D. '61
Susan is currently retired and living near Cleveland ,
Ohio.

Kane, Tom '85
Tom said it is good to hear what's happening at Maxwell!

Kesten, Robert T. '77
Since leaving SU, Robert has worked in the Mid East
during the Gulf War and on the break up of the USSR.
He wrote and produced a documentary file which won
the Jury Prize at the Moscow Film Fest. He is currently
working on a Lincoln Bicentennial project as part of
the Bicentennial Commission.

Moore, Katherine '06
Katherine is employed as the Marketing Assistant at
the Adirondack Museum in Blue Mountain Lake, New
York.

Murray (Dustin), Elizabeth '04
Liz is in her third year of teaching high school history
at Hanover High in NH. She is excited to say that she
is using a great deal of Chinese History in teaching
her geopolitics class. (Thanks go to Professor
Kutcher!)
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Rowley, Travis '04
Travis completed two years of service with the Teach for
America program and is currently working in alternative
education setting with emotionally and behaviorally challenged students in the Union County Public School System in Waxhaw, NC.

Selig, Todd '91
Todd is married and has a 16 months old daughter. He is
working as the Town Manager in Durham, NH - home to
the University of New Hampshire.

Shaw, Russell E. '72
Russell has mastered the works of Jose Ortega y Gassat
(thanks to SU faculty for the introduction) and Dr. Eric
Graham Howe.

Sturm, Michael C. '06
Michael was finishing up classes in August 2006 and is
awaiting responses for employment with several government agencies.

Williams, Richard L. '62
After receiving his masters from SUNY Albany in '63, followed by 2 yrs in the US Army, Richa rd taught history and
economics locally at Lafayette High School and Whitesboro Sr. High, where he also was the assistant principal
from 1980-1995. Richard is the current editor of Clinton
Historical Society Newsletter and Clinton Fire Departments Nozzle News and the current president of Oneida
County Historians' Association . Richard authored Kirkland Since 1827, 2002; Oneida County Cemeteries ,
2005; Clinton United Methodist Church,2000; The Village of Clinton at 160 Years, 2003; Big Moose Community Chapel 1981-2006 History and Remembrance of
Worship in an Adirondack Chapel, 2006 and edited Clinton Bicentennial - A Picture History, 1987; Clinton
American Revolutionary War Bicentennial Booklet, 1976.
Richard has noted that Professor Harry Pierce's historical
research class was probably the best and has used his
techniques and tips ever since!

Zambuto, Brian '92
Brian went on to obtain his Masters degree in 1994 from
Syracuse University.
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Ali Riaz and Subho Basu: Paradise Lost?
State Failure in Nepal (Lanham: Lexington Books 2007)

'

PARADISE
LOST?
Craige B. Champion, ed., Roman Imperialism:
Readings and Sources (Oxford: Blackwell
reprinted 2005)

Cissie Fairchilds: Women in Early Modern Europe ,
1500-1700 (New York: Longman 2007)

Samantha Kahn Herrick: Imagining the Sacred Past:
Hagiography and Power in Early Normandy
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press 2007)

James M. Powell: The Crusades,
The Kingdom of Sicily, and the Mediterranean
(Aidershot: Ashgate 2007)

David H. Stamand Diedre Stam: Books on
Ice: British & American Literature of Polar
Exploration (New York: Grolier Club 2005)

Dennis Rom ano: The Likeness of Venice: A Life
of Doge Francesco Focari, 1373-1457 (New Haven: Yale University Press 2007)
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Subho Basu
subasu@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-3802
Assistant Professor of History (Ph.D., University of Cambridge, UK)
Modern South Asian history, labor history; history of contemporary social movements, nationalism and post colonial
politics.

David H. Bennett
dhbennet@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-5872
Meredith Professor of History, Syracuse University Scholar-Teacher of the Year, Chancellor's Citation for
Academic Excellence (Ph.D., University of Chicago)
Twentieth-century American history, political extremism in America, modern military history.

Craige B. Champion (Chair)
cbchamp@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-2594
Associate Professor (Ph.D., Princeton University)
Ancient history, epigraphy, classical historiography.

Andrew W. Cohen
awcohe01@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-4415
Associate Professor (Ph.D., University of Chicago)
U.S. history: 20th century, legal, labor politics and class.

Albrecht Diem
adiem@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-0785
Assistant Professor (Ph.D., University of Utrecht)
Early medieval history, history of monasticism, saint's lives and gender/sexuality.

Michael R. Ebner
mebner@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-4063
Assistant Professor (Ph.D., Columbia University)
Modern Europe, Italy, Fascism and Political Violence.

Pamela J. Edwards
pjedward@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-4639
Assistant Professor (Ph.D., University College, London University)
Modern Britain , history of political thought.

Amy Aisen Elouafi
aelouafi@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-5883
Assistant Professor (University of California, Berkeley)
Social and cultural history of the Ottoman Empire particularly women, gender and family in the 18th and 19th
centuries.
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Carol Faulkner
cfaulkne@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-9325
Associate Professor (Ph .D., SUNY Binghamton)
American Civil War and Reconstruction, 19th century Women's History, and Slavery and Emancipation.

Samantha Kahn Herrick
sherrick@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-4387
Assistant Professor (M.Phil. , Oxford University; Ph.D., Harvard University)
History and culture of high medieva l Europe, saints and hagiography, memory, literacy and power.

George L. Kallander
glkallan@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-4832
Assistant Professor (Ph.D., Columbia University)
Late 19th and early 20th c. Korean and East Asian history.

Norman A. Kutcher
nakutcher@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-1264
Associate Professor (J.D., Boston College; Ph.D., Yale University)
Cu ltural , social, and intellectual history of China.

Chris R. Kyle
chkVIe@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-5634
Associate Professor of Humanities and History (Ph.D., University of Auckland)
History of British Parliaments.

Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn (Graduate Director)
edlasch@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-2700
Professor (Ph.D., University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
American social, cultural and intellectual history; race, family, civil society, social thought.

Joseph M. Levine
jmlevine@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-4144
Distinguished Professor of History, Chancellor's Citation for Academic Excellence (Ph.D., Columbia University)
Tudor and Stuart England, intellectual history of early modern Europe, historiography.

Frederick D. Marquardt
fdmarqua@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-587 4
Assistant Professor and Maxwell Professor of Teaching Excellence (Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley)
German social, economic and labor history.

Dennis Romano
dromano@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-5456
Professor (Ph.D. , Michigan State University)
Renaissance Italy, early modern social history, Venice.
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Karin A. Rosemblatt
karosemb@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-4068
Associate Professor (Ph .D., University of Wisconsin, Madison)
Latin American history, gender, labor, race.

J. Roger Sharp
jrsharp@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-9649
Professor, University Scholar-Teacher of the Year, Gateway Fellow for Teaching, Chancellor's Citation for Academic
Exc ellence (Ph.D. , University of California, Berkeley)
American political history, early national and middle period, 1789-1860.

William C. Stinchcombe
wcstinch@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-3320
Professor (Ph.D., University of Michigan)
American diplomatic history, revolutionary war.

J. Scott Strickland (Undergraduate Director)
jsstrick@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-5875
Associate Professor (Ph.D., University of North Carolina)
American South, African-American religion and culture, United States social history, 1700-1900.

Junko Takeda
jtakeda@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-5868
Assistant Professor (Ph.D. , Stanford University)
Intellectual and political history of early modern France, history of medicine, race and gender in early modern Europe.

Margaret Susan Thompson
msthomps@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-5882
Associate Professor (Ph .D., University of Wisconsin)
Modern American history, government and politics, religion, women's history.

Stephen Saunders Webb
sswebb@maxwell.syr.edu

315-443-5873
Maxwell Professor of History and Social Science, Professor of History, Chancellor's Citation for
Academic Excellence (Ph.D., University of Wisconsin )
Early American history, Atlantic world, history of the Iroquois.

Interested in staying connected?
Please visit the Department of History website at:

http://www.maxwell.syr.edu/hist/
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DOCUMENTARY AND
FILM
Scott Strickland
Program Co-director
The History Department is
pleased to announce the first class in
the combined Maxweii-Newhouse degree program , Documentary Film and
History. Norman Kutcher and Ethan
Pollock spearheaded its development
from the Maxwell side, working with
Michael Schoonmaker, Richard Breyer,
and others in Newhouse. The "DFH "
degree offers students with a background in history an opportunity to develop the basic skills of film making
and historical research in a 13 month
program of graduate level study in the
History Department and in the Television , Radio, and Film Masters Program . The group began with second
Summ er session 2007. The product

of their work will be either a produced film or the script for an historical documentary researched
during their residence at SU.
The five members of the
inaugural class took a basic film
production class . HST 802, Modes
of Historical Analysis , and a colloquium team taught by the codirectors of the program during
their "boot camp" summer session.
Over the fall and spring terms they
will take 13 credits each semester,
balancing their work between
Newhouse and History. They come
from a variety of undergraduate
and graduate backgrounds. Three
were history majors and the other

DOCUMENTARY FILM +
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HISTORY

two had substantial work in history
during their undergraduate careers.
Professors Scott Strickland and
Richard Breyer helped design the
DFH courses and taught during the
summer. Professor Karin Rosenblatt offers a course on Oral History
that all five will take during the fall
term. The long range plans are for
other history professors to become
actively involved in the new degree
program . Inquiries for a class next
year are already piling up and they
indicate that the DFH Masters will
be a strong addition to the department's curriculum.

HISTORY
M_A _ PROGRAM
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